
Answers to the Puzzles
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Titles of 

the Canon 
by John Addy



1. Not Holmes’ Last Case
The Final Problem

2. Educationally Challenge
The Three Students

3. Solved by a wandering conjurer
The Creeping Man

4. Holmes tells this
The Blanched Soldier

5. Vanishing angel
A Case of Identity

Story Titles of the Canon



6. Not Holmes’ Last Case
The Second Stain

7. Italian Adventure
The Red Circle

8. Show your true colours
The Red Headed League

9. From the horse’s mouth
Silver Blaze

10. Safe Keeping
The Speckled Band

Story Titles of the Canon



11. The final problem?
His Last Bow

12. Mathematically useful
The Greek Interpreter

13. Aye, aye, captain!
Black Peter

14. Two disguises needed here
A Scandal in Bohemia

15. End of the house sale ?
The Three Gables

Story Titles of the Canon



16. City Slicker
The Man with the Twisted Lip

17. Gone Bust
The Six Napoleons

18. Foul Play ?
The Missing Three Quarter

19. Cornish horror ?
The Devil’s Foot

20. Pearl assurance ?
The Sign of Four

Story Titles of the Canon
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A PENANG PUNNY QUIZ – HOUND of the BASKERVILLES

By Lord Baskerville

(Read the section of text to find the correct passage)
1. Find evidence that Sir Henry sat upon the toilet too long.

Its master had risen and was staring with flushed cheeks

2. The aged foliage attempted suicide!
Old trees shot their branches

3. The yard was of a female persuasion.
The avenue opened into a broad expanse of turf

4. Lyon’s heraldry damages a lady’s mourning clothing.
A coat-of-arms broke through the dark veil

5. The reason the hansom expired…..
The wheels died

6. The good Doctor and Heir magically transform into a location from 
the board game CLUE.

Sir Henry and I turned into the hall

7. Watson and Sir Henry are not accustomed to success while golfing.
We were numb from our long drive

8. A specimen of urine turns bad!
Black canopy

9. The thought of future Penang Punny Quizes!
It’s enough to scare any man.
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THE MYSTERY OF THE MISSING CARPENTER

1. The carpenter was a horse thief as Holmes points to a saw horse (a 
frame that somewhat resembles a horse for holding wood to be sawn. 
An animated saw horse character was introduced in The Marvelous 
Land of Oz by L. Frank Baum in 1904)

2. He was a man of gentlemanly habits because he took care of his nails
(the cask is marked ‘nails with care’.

3. The sort of vehicle he went away in was a sledge (short for sledge-
hammer, a long-handled hammer used for heavy work)

4. He has become reformed because he has left behind his vise (as well as 
being a wicked habit, a vise [UK, vice] is a tool with jaws used for 
holding an object while working on it)

5. He is now in better health as he once had six pains and now has one 
pain (the condition of the window panes)



THE MYSTERY OF THE RUNAWAY KING

1. The plane laying on the rock tells Holmes the king is in “plain sight.”

2. Holmes could see a drill-bit meaning that the King was at military 
manoeuvres performing drills. 

3. These manoeuvres took place in a square as the carpenter’s L-shaped 
tool called a square is a clue. 

4. The nut and bolt show the King bolted to get away. 



THE MYSTERY OF THE SHORN CHINAMAN

1. The Chinaman took a crown (an old English coin with a face value of five 
shillings and first minted in 1526. It had limited use due to its large 
size and became mostly a commemorative piece). 

2. The flower/flour shows his occupation in the house was cook. 

3. He was a Chinaman because he had left behind his ‘cue’ (English = 
‘queue’) which is the name for a Chinaman’s pigtail, the loss of which 
was a most unlucky event. 

4. The place he was going to was the docks as evidenced by the key as a 
‘quay’ (pronounced ‘key’) is a landing place built near water.



THE MYSTERY OF THE ABSENT TUTOR

1. The tutor left the house on foot as a foot-long rule can be seen. 

2. The club suit on the card shows he went to his club. 

3. Holmes holds a sheet of music ‘Good-bye Bill’. “Good-bye" is ‘adieu’ in 
French so a deux/a duo means he had $2 with him

4. He expected to eat a meal when he reached his club as shown by the 
bowl (is it a bowl?).



THE MYSTERY OF THE MARKS ON THE WALL

1. To fortify herself before she left the actress ate (the number 8 is 
marked on the wall)

2. The meal she had was her tea (the letter T is marked on the wall)

3. The means she used for leaving was the EL (US abbreviation for 
Elevated Railway, a railway track built on supports above a road. The EL 
was New York City’s earliest form of rapid transit. The service 
expanded from its inception in 1870 and dominated rapid transit for 
the next few decades. A fatal derailment of the EL occurred within 
months of this puzzle’s first publication in 1905)

4. She had gone to meet her beau (an admirer or boyfriend, chiefly US)



THE MYSTERY OF THE MISER’S WILL

1. The miser’s earnings were in the form of gold (the boat oar suggests 
[presumably] gold which is extracted from ore, the mineral containing 
the precious metal)

2. The salt shaker shows the miser buried his riches in the earth (from 
the expression ‘the salt of the earth’, a biblical metaphor, the meaning 
of which is disputed. The US salt shaker is the same as the UK salt 
cellar) 

3. The London street where the miser buried his riches was The Strand 
(the rope strands suggest the name of the London street famous for 
its hotels and theatres as well as being a thoroughfare used by 
Sherlock Holmes) 

4.
The number of pounds of treasure hidden was 28 (in the UK’s imperial 
weight system two stones at 14 pounds a stone equals 28 pounds)



THE MYSTERY OF THE KIDNAPPED CHILD
1. Holmes knows the child was taken by a travelling salesman because of the 

drummer (a drummer, apart from being a toy, is a travelling salesman who 
drummed-up business by calling door-to-door continuously and persistently)

2. The short distance the child was carried was two blocks (two blocks can be 
seem)

3. The kidnapper and the child rode away in a brougham (a brougham, pronounced 
‘broom’, is a four-wheeled, horse-drawn carriage named after Henry, Lord 
Brougham [1778-1868], a British statesman who popularised its use. Sherlock 
Holmes mentions this form of transport in several cases)

4. Holmes can see the child is in no danger as shown by the safe (a toy safe can 
be seen – although Holmes’ comment on the child’s safety is rather alarming!)

5. Before releasing the child the kidnapper is waiting for a check (the check 
pattern on the apron suggests the US word for bank drafts; the same as the 
UK cheque. However, only an amateur kidnapper would ask for a traceable 
check!)



THE MYSTERY OF THE MISSING PET
1. Sherlock Holmes deduced that the lady had lost a cat from the cat o’ nine tails (a 

whip with nine thongs formerly used to flog misbehaving sailors. It was also known 
as the ‘captain’s daughter’ and was popularised in the song, What do you do with a 
Drunken Sailor? which contains the verse ‘Give him a taste of the captain's 
daughter’)

2. The breed of the cat and that it was ill treated is shown by the Maltese cross (a 
national symbol of Malta, the Maltese cross is used on flags and badges in many 
countries. A Maltese cat is a loose term applied to many short-haired, bluish-grey 
cats. A Maltese cross cat suggests it isn’t pure-bred. However, the cat is definitely 
cross, that is, angry, due to its ill treatment)

3. That cat was taken from the yard (a chiefly British measure of distance equal to 
three feet)

4. That the coachman removed the cat is shown by the driver (a golf club with a flat 
face used for driving the ball from the tee)

5. The coachman removed the cat as part of a racket (a slang term for a fraudulent 
scheme to obtain money or other advantage)



THE MYSTERY OF THE TRUANT SCHOOL BOY
1. Holmes deduced the boy went at night from the knight chess piece. 

2. The boy is presently in charge of two clubs. 

3. Holmes could see from the sea ‘shell’ that the boy made his escape in the school’s 
racing boat



THE MYSTERY OF THE PAPERS STOLEN FROM AN 
ENVOY

1. The rod on the table shows the thief’s nationality was British (a rod is a chiefly British 
measure of distance, equal to 16.5 feet. Alternatively, a fishing rod is used by an 
angler, so the thief must be an Anglo; a term used loosely to mean English or British)

2. The bust shows the thief has gone to Washington (the sculptured bust depicts US 
first President George Washington [1732-1799] who was honoured by the creation of 
a new capital city called Washington in 1791). 

3. The stolen papers chiefly concerned the break up of China (a piece of broken china 
can be seen. By 1905 when this puzzle was set, China was continuing to transform and 
there was much debate in the US and imperialistic Britain about the politics, stability 
and trade of China prompting the idea of the break up of this vast, dynastic nation)

4. The items of financial value among the papers were checks (the US game of ‘checkers’ 
called ‘draughts’ in the UK showed that valuable checks [UK, cheques] were among the 
papers)



SHERLOCK HOLMES EXPLAINS 
MYSTERIOUS CLUES

1. The bottle stopple (or stopper made of cork) showed the burglar 
came from the city or county of Cork in Ireland. 

2. The piece of meat is a chop meaning the burglar had to chop down 
(the door) to enter the house. 

3. The meat is on a plate showing the burglar took the family plate 
made of silver. 

4. A slang name for policemen is ‘coppers’ which is another name for 
‘pennies’. 

5. The chess piece is a pawn which showed he pawned the stolen goods. 
6. The garment Holmes is holding is a cape showing the man went to 

The Cape Colony, South Africa.



THE MYSTERY CONNECTED WITH THE SOLITARY 
CYCLE

1. By profession the bicycle’s owner is a huckster or in other 
words a peddler (a huckster is an aggressive salesman or 
peddler, same as the UK pedlar)

2. He sells tablewear shown by the bicycle’s forks (the part of 
the bicycle that holds the front wheel and allows steering)

3. His favourite composer is Handel (the bicycle handlebars 
suggest the German composer George Frideric Handel, 
1685-1789)

4. He is resting because he soon wearies of riding as the 
bicycle is tired (UK, tyred)



THE MYSTERY OF THE YOUNG MILLIONAIRE

1. The young millionaire left to dodge a tax collector (a small container 
marked ‘tacks’ can be seen on the dresser – it’s not easy to read as 
the writing is so small)

2. He is of an indolent character and prefers to loaf (the loaf of bread 
shows the man to be a loaf, that is, a person who idles about and 
avoids work. Holmes disguises himself as ‘a common loafer’ in The 
Beryl Coronet)

3. However, he is an athlete who likes to box (the hat box shows he is a 
pugilist and therefore likes to box)

4. The fact he is a baseball player is shown by the presence of a 
pitcher (the pitcher, a large jug with a lip and handle, shows he is a 
pitcher, the player who throws the baseball to the batter)



THE MYSTERY OF THE YOUNG MILLIONAIRE

1. The young millionaire left to dodge a tax collector (a small container 
marked ‘tacks’ can be seen on the dresser – it’s not easy to read as 
the writing is so small)

2. He is of an indolent character and prefers to loaf (the loaf of bread 
shows the man to be a loaf, that is, a person who idles about and 
avoids work. Holmes disguises himself as ‘a common loafer’ in The 
Beryl Coronet)

3. However, he is an athlete who likes to box (the hat box shows he is a 
pugilist and therefore likes to box)

4. The fact he is a baseball player is shown by the presence of a 
pitcher (the pitcher, a large jug with a lip and handle, shows he is a 
pitcher, the player who throws the baseball to the batter)



THE MYSTERY OF THE RECREANT BUTLER

1. That the butler went to an apartment is shown by the flat (as well as 
being a set of rooms to live in a flat is also a musical mark)

2. In terms of which apartment, it was the top apartment (a spinning 
top can be seen)

3. That the apartment was but a short distance away is shown by the 
five rods (a rod is a chiefly British measure of distance equal to 
16.5 feet. Five rods equals 82.5 feet)

4. He went to steal a hat known as a tile (a tile hat is a top hat with a 
rounded top popularised in the Cockney song asking: ”Where did you 
get that hat? Where did you get that tile? Isn’t it a nobby one, and 
just the proper style?”)



THE FARMYARD MYSTERY

1. The bird on the crate is a guinea-hen, so the thief received a guinea. 

2. The bird on the right is a turkey, so the thief fled to Turkey. 

3. The thief was dressed in duck cloth (a cotton or linen cloth 
somewhat like canvas but finer and lighter in weight and typically 
used in trousers).



THE MATRIMONIAL MYSTERY

1. Sherlock Holmes holds the part of a horse’s bridle showing 
the young man’s money was in the form of crowns (the 
crownpiece of a bridle goes over the top of a horse’s head. 
British crowns were coins minted in various years)

2. It was stormy on the day of the wedding shown by the reins 
(a long strap attached to a bit and used to guide a horse)

3. The whip shows the young man is a farmer who raised crops
(a riding whip with a thong at the end and a handle for 
opening gates is known as a crop)

4. The piece of wood shows the harvest consisted of grain (the 
grain or texture of the wood can be seen)



THE MYSTERY OF THE STOLEN HEIRESS

1. The heiress was present at an entertainment function called 
a ball (a formal gathering for social dancing)

2. She was very popular as she was the belle of the ball (a 
belle is a popular, attractive woman recognised as the most 
beautiful)

3. The thieves brought her to this place as it was somewhere 
to hide (an animal hide is attached to the cabin wall. It 
looks like a beaver’s)

4. During their flight the thieves ate dates (the dates 1904 
and 1905 are written on the wall)

5. The thieves are now hiding in the brush (chiefly in the US 
and Australia, ‘brush’ is a dense growth of bushes and 
shrubs)
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